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Newton’s rings in near-field optics
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We show how Newton’s rings manifest themselves in near-field scanning optical microscopy and
discuss how this effect can be used with topographic imaging to measure correlated roughness of
thin films. In conventional optics, transmission through a thin nonabsorbing film depends on film
thickness when multiple reflections from the film boundaries are coherent. Measurements and
modeling of the transmission through thin films illuminated by a near-field probe show that these
oscillations are present despite the large distribution of transverse wave vectors needed to describe
light from the probe. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1343850#
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In transmission near-field scanning optical microsco
~NSOM!, light from the near-field of a subwavelength ape
ture is used to illuminate a sample and collected with f
field optics~i.e., a microscope objective! on the opposite side
of the sample.1,2 An image is formed by scanning the samp
While super-resolution can result from imaging in this fas
ion, a variety of artifacts resulting from topographic and fa
field interactions may obscure the true optical resolution
the image.3,4 Here, we discuss how variations in local film
thickness can be measured using variations in the trans
sion through the film, an effect analogous to Newton’s rin
or fringes of equal film thickness,5 in far-field optics. This
effect, due to multiple reflections from the film boundarie
involves only the propagating and not evanescent com
nents of the near-field illumination. This means that the
eral resolution for measured changes in film thickness will
similar to the far-field case, about one wavelength. None
less, the combination of optical and topographic imag
provided by NSOM will permit us to directly measure th
local correlated roughness of thin films on patterned s
strates. For many samples, it is important to note that n
field imaging of surface features will be obscured by t
film thickness sensitivity of transmission NSOM. Modelin
of this effect is, therefore, important for correct interpretati
of NSOM images, as well as for measuring correlated rou
ness.

To demonstrate this effect, we use low molecu
weight6 ~3.7 K! polystyrene~PS! prepared by spin coating
~PS 2% weight in toluene! at 209 rad/s~2000 rpm! on a clean
No. 1 glass coverslip. Annealing~120 °C for 24 h! induces
dewetting characterized by the formation of droplets. Fig
1 shows simultaneous optical and topographic data take
an edge of a PS droplet. The NSOM probe used is a pu
optical fiber coated with approximately 150 nm of Al~typi-
cal aperture sizes were<150 nm!. Light at 488 nm from the
probe is collected with an 0.75 numerical aperture~NA! ob-
jective on the opposite side of the sample and detected

a!Electronic mail: lori.goldner@nist.gov
b!Also at: U. S. Army Research Laboratory, Adelphi, Maryland 20783.
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the use of a Si photodiode. Contours that represent the sim
taneously acquired topographic data are superimposed o
transmission image. Topographic data are collected us
electro-mechanical detection of the tip dither amplitu
~shear-force detection in constant gap mode!.7 The glass sur-
face is clearly visible as the flat region on the left-hand si
The overall transmission is dependent on the local scatte
properties~i.e., the roughness! of the glass~or PS! surface,
and is difficult to calculate; we make no attempt to do
here. On the right-hand side of Fig. 1, as the PS thick
away from its edge, interference fringes are clearly visible
line cut through the image showing both topographic a
optical data is shown at the bottom of Fig. 1.

We use a three-layer model to understand the thickn
dependence of transmission NSOM. The first layer is a se
infinite air layer between the tip and sample. The seco
layer is a uniform PS film of thicknesszfilm , nominal index
of refraction nfilm51.59. The third layer is a semi-infinite
substrate layer~glass,nglass51.4). The tip is placed a dis
tanceztip from the film surface. In our model, the tip pro
vides a fixed source field incident on the film. We model th
field using the Bethe–Bouwkamp solutions for the near-fi
of an aperture in a perfectly conducting thin film.8–10 The
transmission of the source field through the film and into
substrate is found using the appropriate field matching
each interface.10 All light that propagates to the far field in
the substrate inside the solid angle defined by the collec
optic NA is included to determine the transmitted light i
tensity. By choosing a substrate with indexnsub.1, we can
model collection with NA.1.

In Fig. 2 we show the trends in our data and the trend
the calculated transmission through a PS film illuminated
a 100 nm diameter aperture for different collection op
NAs. Here, the maximum transmission of both the data a
calculations have been normalized to 1. The data, which
offset from the theory for clarity, are proportional to th
transmission intensity at a given thickness averaged ove
entire image. The spacing between the fringes is, as in c
ventional optics, determined primarily by the wavelength
light and is approximatelyl/2nfilm . This spacing is modu-
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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lated by a tip and NA dependentenvelopethat depends on
the lateralk-space distribution of light emitted by and co
lected from the tip. The first minimum in theenvelopeoccurs
for the thickness at which the central and marginal rays
the optical system have a phase difference along the op
axis of p through the film. The amplitude of the fringesand
envelope depend upon the details of the tip field. For low N
collection optics the first envelope minimum occurs f
thicker films since forward scattered k vectors are involv
primarily. For larger NA, the first minimum occurs for su
cessively thinner films and the modulation is deeper. Th

FIG. 1. ~Color! NSOM transmission image taken at the edge of a dewe
polystyrene droplet. Contours of constant topography are superimpos
white, 46 nm apart in height. Topographic and near-field data from
horizontal line shown in white are plotted below the image.

FIG. 2. Theoretical and measured transmission intensity vs PS film th
ness for 3 different NA collection optics. All data sets have been normal
to a maximum value of 1; the experimental values are offset 0.05 on
scale.
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trends can be seen in both the data and the model. Even
the large distribution of momentum vectors present for th
subwavelength sources, fringes are evident in the data w
contrast, (I max/Imin21) where I is the transmitted intensity
of approximately 4%.

A few discrepancies between theory and data merit d
cussion. In the absence of surface scattering, the thin
regions of the film would have the highest transmission.
stead, we see a shift from glass to PS that is dependen
local scattering, i.e., the details of the glass and PS surf
In addition, our model does not account for the sloping s
face of the PS and the accompanying polarization dep
dence of the transmission, which also shifts the overall le
of scattering between the glass and PS. Neither of these
fects should shift the position of the interference peaks

d
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e

FIG. 3. Intensity vs PS film thickness. Squares: experimental results. Do
line: fit of model to data without lateral averaging. Solid line: fit of model
data with lateral averaging.

FIG. 4. ~Color! Top: diagram of sample~side view!. InGaP is 50 nm thick;
GaAs layer is 100 nm with 56 nm deep lines etched into it. Center: n
field transmission image, 9.83mm by 3.20mm. Bottom: corresponding to-
pographic image.
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though the fringe contrast may be affected. The calcula
contrast is typically 50% greater than the experimental c
trast. In addition to the effects mentioned, this could be d
to the variation of PS thickness under the tip, also not
counted for in this model. Since the interference rings
pend on multiple reflections from the PS surface, the tra
mitted signal probes a lateral region of orderl in diameter
under the tip. Finally, the details of the tip field also affe
the contrast, with smaller aperture tips generally resulting
smaller contrast.

As an example we show in Fig. 3 two fits to data from
image taken at NA50.85. The only adjustable paramete
are the piezo tube calibration factors~three parameters, up t
second order in the voltage! and a scale factor to account fo
overall throughput. The dotted line is a fit of the model a
clearly shows the discrepancy between modeled and ac
fringe contrast. The solid line is a fit that attempts to ta
into account the slope of the PS surface by averaging
calculated transmission at five points along the thickness
dient. These points have thicknesses corresponding tl i

3u¹tu t0
1t0 whereu¹tu t0 is the absolute value of the grad

ent at a given thicknesst0 andl i5 ~2488,2244, 0, 244, and
488 nm! are the five lateral positions. Averaging over 2l
clearly can account for the decrease in contrast, although
unlikely that this is the entire cause of the discrepancy. T
does, however, put an upper limit of 2l on the lateral reso-
lution of this technique for measuring film thickness. T
two fits, while clearly different, result in piezo tube calibr
tions that are indistinguishable to within the uncertainty
the fits. For Fig. 3, the linear term was 10.1 nm
60.1 nm/V ~standard deviation! and the second order term
was 0.018 nm/V260.002 nm/V2. Calibrations performed in
this fashion have an advantage over the use of a refer
artifact, which requires separate scans of the artifact and
not account easily for changes in offset voltage or piezo
ing.

In Fig. 4, we show an example of typical data on
semiconductor sample with topography uncorrelated from
buried structure. The sample consists of 50 nm of InG
followed by 100 nm of GaAs. A test pattern is etched in
the GaAs. The sample is mounted with the patterned s
down on a transparent substrate~glass coverslip! using opti-
cal cement. The strong absorption and high index at 488
~the field decay length is'150 nm and the real part of th
index of refraction is'4.4! results in deep interferenc
fringes that are strongly modulated by an exponential de
with film thickness. The difference in transmission betwe
etched and unetched regions is a combination of these
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effects. Interference fringes due to a rapidly changing thi
ness are clearly visible at the edges of the pattern. Lat
interferences may also be present in systems where the
tures are closer together or the absorption length is lon
The asymmetry of the features in this example is not
understood but may be due, for example, to tip aperture
sample asymmetries. The topography, which is mostly
with small surface contaminant particles~typical height
about 50 nm!, is obviously uncorrelated with the modulatio
in film thickness. A complete model for this system wou
include the InGaP layer and be able to account for the lat
structure of the system.

We propose that this phenomenon may provide a qu
titative method for measuring the local correlated roughn
of thin films on patterned substrates. A complete understa
ing of substrate roughness propagation in polymeric syste
for example, is crucial to the design and development
three-dimensional device architectures. Here, we have sh
how transmission data obtained in transmission NSOM
be modeled and used to determine the local thickness
film, while topographic information is independently a
quired through shear-force surface tracking commonly u
in NSOM. We expect that future enhancements to the the
will enable us to account properly for surface and substr
curvature and slope, as well as lateral interferences that h
been discussed elsewhere4 and may be important in films
with sharp, closely spaced features.

The authors would like to thank the NIST Advance
Technology Program’s organic electronics focussed prog
for helping to fund this project. The work at the Universi
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MD980403-7499.
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